
ROFI RAPID MK II tent is a 
high pressure, medium weight 
inflatable shelter that requests 
a simple logistic support to 
deploy. The set up time depends 
on the power of the inflating 
compressor.

The RAPID 600 series comes in 
three different lengths of six, 
eight and ten meters and a width 
of six meters as standard. They 
can be connected to each other 
length- and cross-wise and to 
other shelters like containers 
and vehicles, among others.

Three layer windows allowing 
natural ventilation, with curtains 
operated from the outside.
Inner liner, RIS (ROFI insulation 
System) inner liner, for special 
climatic conditions, partition 
walls and flysheet are available 
booth for 2 door and 4 door 
models.
Integrated anti-skid PVC floor 
protect against surface water, 
reptiles or bugs.

ROFI RAPID TENT
600 SERIES MKII

Description Key features

Multiple use
RAPID MKII is 
connectable to other
ROFI tents and shelters

High pressure 
structure
6-8 bar with 
overpressure valves on 
air tubes

Rapid
One or two air filling 
points. 5-30 min set up 
time regarding of the 
used compressor unit.

Simple logistics
Packed on standard 
pallets
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Inner cabin

The practical and compact inner cabins 
facilitate a degree of privacy, and forms an 
individual shelter area for sleeping, reading, 
browsing or just relaxing.

Accessories
  Lights 

  Bed

  Shower

  Inner lining

  Floors

  Aircondition/heating

  Snow/sun protection

  Funiture

  Sanitary solutions

  Electric supply

  Inner cabins

  Compressors

Lights

ROFI provide complete integrated indoor 
lighting systems with LED lighting fixtures, 
electrical wiring, switches and suspension 
supplied in a sturdy aluminum box. Degree 
of Lumen and IP-class to be chosen by each 
individual organization/agency.

RIS

To stabilize the inner climate, and indeed to 
reduce the power consumption if the tent is 
fitted with heating or AC-systems, the special 
ROFI RIS (ROFI Insulation System) is most 
suitable as inner lining in our range of tents. 
Studies have proven the efficiency of the RIS.

Floor tiles

Solid, plastic floor tiles is one option to create 
a most practical flooring, stand-alone or as 
basis for further layers.  

Highlighted accessories

Areas of use
  Field hospital 

  Accomodation

  First Aid Station

  Admin/staff tent

  Recreation area

  Decontamination


